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Q1.  Say whether it is True or false. 

  (a) In 2005 Tut’s body was removed from his tomb for CT Scan.      

  (b) The atmosphere was very fine at the time of removal of Tut’s  

       body fromhis tomb.                                                                                              

  (c) The ritual resins had become quite soft so it was melted under the  

       sun.     

  (d) The CT scan revealed Neck Vertebrae. 

  (e) Tut’s body was buried in the month of January.     

Q2.   MCQs. 

1.King Tut was murdered at his 

(a) Teens    (b) Adulthood    (c) Old age        (d)    Childhood 

         2. Tut’s grandfather was  

(a) Tutankhamun     (b)   Amun         (c)   Amenhotep  IV        (d)     

Carter 

3. Tut’s adornments were consisted of 

(a) Precious collars, inlaid necklaces and bracelets. 

(b) Knife, sword, arrow and bow. 

(c) Bible,photographs and writing equipments. 

(d) X- ray machine, CT scanner, Ultrasound machine etc. 

4. The constellation Orion is associated with the legend of 
……………,  the god of the    afterlife. 
 

(a) Osiris        (b) Cynthia        (c) Ate          (d)  Helen 

 
5. A medical examination of the body of a dead person in order to 

find out how he died is known as 
 

(a) MRI    (b) CT Scan     (c) Post mortem     (d) ECG 
    

Q3.Fill in the blanks with suitable words or phrases. 

A. Howard Carter was a …………. Who discovered Tut’s tomb in 

1922. 

B. Among the three nested coffin in the first coffin there was 

garlands of …………. and …………… 
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C. In 1968, an anatomy Professor X- rayed the mummy. He 

revealed a startling fact. Tut’s ……………. and …………… were 

missing beneath the resin. 

D. Two questions still remain unanswered. Those are …………and 

……………. regarding death of king Tut.  

E. King Tut’s body was taken from tomb and lifted to the Scanner 

by a …………… 

Q4.Match A   with    B. 
A                                                 B 

                (a)   Amenhotep IV            (i) Servant of Aten. 
                (b)  Ray Johnson  (ii) British archaeologist. 

      (c)   Carter   (iii) A major God in Egypt. 
      (d)   Amun   (iv) The other name of Akhenaten. 

                (e)   Akhenaten  (v) Director of the University of      
                                                    Chicago’s research centre in Luxor. 
 
Q5.Who said this 
             (a) I didn’t sleep last night, not for a second. I was so worried. But  
                  now I think I’ll go and sleep. 

    (b) The mummy is in very bad condition because of what Carter did  

         in the 1920s. 
    (c) No amount of legitimate force could move them. 

             (d) The family that had ruled for centuries was coming to an end,  
                 and then Akhenaten went a little wacky. 

 
Q.6 Tut’s scanning procedure is given disorderly. Arrange them in  

       proper sequence. 

(a) Workmen carried Tut’s body from the tomb. 
(b) Rose on a hydraulic lift into the trailer. 
(c) There was swirling sand outside. 
(d) Put Tut’s body into the scanner. 
(e) Due to sand swirling scanner stopped functioning. 
(f) Eventually machine functioned and the scanning procedure 

completed 
Answer keys 

 
I.    (a) True       (b) False   (c) false     (d) True   (e) False 
II.   (a) Teens    (b) Amenhotep IV     (c) Precious collars, inlaid necklaces and 
bracelets      (d) Osiris     (e) Post mortem 
III.(a) British archaeologist   (b)  willow, olive leaves, wild celery, lotus  
     petals.(any two)c) breast bone, front ribs  (d) how did he died, how old  
      was he at the time death(e) hydraulic lift 
IV. (a)   iv,  (b)  v,  (c)  ii,  (d)  iii,   (e)  i 
V.  (a) Zahi Hawass         (b) ZahiHawass      (c) Carter   (d) Ray Johnson 
VI.1. (a)       2. (c)        3. (b)                4. (d)     5. (e)     6. (f)   
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